Aon Brexit Navigator
Is your organisation
prepared to navigate
the uncertainties
caused by Brexit?
Following the decision of the
United Kingdom to leave the
European Union (EU), companies
must now attempt to determine
the strategic implications of
this decision, adapting their
business plans, whilst ensuring
management of the emerging
risk landscape.
Aon has developed Brexit
Navigator to support clients in
this transition, and to examine
the effects that withdrawal of the
EU’s ‘Four Freedoms’: Goods,
Capital, Services and People,
from the United Kingdom may
have on organisations.

Baseline
Step 1

• Redesigns risk management and
risk financing structures
• Optimises the insurance 		
programme
• Establishes stakeholder
business resilience
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Brexit Navigator Tool

• The first step in examining an
organisation’s readiness for Brexit

Scenario: Goods Production

• Assessment of organisation through
the lens of the EU’s ‘Four Freedoms’:
Goods, Capital, Services and People

Key:

EU Freedom

Risk

Risk Driver

Strategic Impact

• Risk mapping and profiling exercise
to assess potential Brexit risks,
consequences and opportunities

Programme Redesign
Balance
Step 2

• Redesign of the organisation’s approach
to existing risk
• A shift in organisational strategic focus
may alter the overall risk tolerance,
appetite and insurance programme
of the company
• Quantification of risk exposures
and impacts

How Brexit Navigator
helps clients
• Quantifies the impact of scenario
based Brexit risk exposures

Risk Assessment

Horizon
Step 3

Execution and
Resilience

Insights from our interactive Brexit Navigator tool
help clients to visualise and mitigate the implications
of Brexit through:
• Definition and prioritisation of scenario based risk management
decisions and resource allocation
• Determination of the interconnectivity of risk exposures
against the organisation’s key performance indicators and 		
strategic objectives
• Establishment of stakeholder roles and responsibilities in 		
addressing Brexit related risk exposures and opportunities

• Stringent testing and redevelopment of 		
existing business continuity management
and resilience procedures

Learn more about Brexit Navigator

• Ensure adjustment from a risk management 		
and insurance perspective is adequate and 		
appropriate for new company profile
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About Aon
Aon plc (NYSE:AON) is a leading global provider
of risk management, insurance brokerage and
reinsurance brokerage, and human resources
solutions and outsourcing services. Through its
more than 72,000 colleagues worldwide, Aon
unites to empower results for clients in over 120
countries via innovative risk and people solutions.
For further information on our capabilities and to
learn how we empower results for clients, please
visit: http://aon.mediaroom.com/
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